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Fwd: [IREME] Editor Decision
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NUR HAMZAH <hamzah_said@poliupg.ac.id> Mon, May 31, 2021 at 3:45 PM
To: Muhammad Ruswandi Djalal <wandy7kun@gmail.com>

---------- Forwarded message ---------
Dari: Editorial Staff <editorialstaff@praiseworthyprize.org>
Date: Kam, 27 Mei 2021 pukul 21.38
Subject: [IREME] Editor Decision
To: <hamzah_said@poliupg.ac.id>

Dear dr. Nur Hamzah Said,

First of all, we apologize for the very lengthy review period.

Manuscript ID 20004 entitled “CHARACTERISTIC ANALYSIS OF SOLAR PANELS ON
CLAY AND CERAMIC ROOF TILES” which you submitted to our Journal
“International Review of Mechanical Engineering (IREME)” has been
reviewed. The comments of the reviewer(s) are included at the bottom of this
email.

The reviewer(s) have recommended a MAJOR REVISION.
This is an opportunity for you to respond to their major concerns and to
incorporate improvements in the paper according to their suggestions. It is
also an opportunity for you to add new results.
We normally only permit one major revision before an accept or reject
decision is made. So please take the concerns of the reviewers seriously.

Therefore, I invite you to respond to the reviewer(s)' comments and revise
your manuscript within two weeks from the date of this email.

If it is not possible for you to submit your revision in a reasonable amount
of time, we may have to consider your paper as a new submission.
You should revise your manuscript using a word processing program and save
it on your computer.  Please also highlight the changes to your manuscript
within the document by using the colored text in red.
Once the revised manuscript is prepared, you can upload it and submit it
through your on-line submission system.
In order to expedite the processing of the revised manuscript, please be as
specific as possible in your response to the reviewer(s).

Once again, thank you for submitting your manuscript to our Journal and I
look forward to receiving your revision.

Sincerely,
Dr. Ethirajan Rathakrishnan, Editor-in-Chief of International Review of
Mechanical Engineering (IREME)
erath@iitk.ac.in

--------------------------------

Reviewer Responses:

After a complete review of the article, we strongly suggest the editor and
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author to undergo a major revision. A revised version after evaluation can
be considered for publication.
Below the summary of the main remarks:
-       English is understandable but needs correction of grammatical errors and
style. We suggest to use our service “English Language Editing”. More
information can be found to
http://www.praiseworthyprize.com/english_service.htm
-       The symbol T3 in the abstract is not useful and might be confusing for the
reader.
-       At the end of the Introduction add a paragraph on how the rest of the
paper is organized and developed, typically a summary on the rest.
-       The measures reported in the figures 1,2 and the values reported in the
text seems not coherent, please check. Anyway these values could be
represented in a table with letters for every measure.
-       The literature review needs to be expanded to the threshold of two journal
pages based on 2018-2021 references.
-       References list should be expanded and updated with relevant recent
papers. We strictly encourage the authors to visit our wide database of
titles where they could search for references, at the page
http://www.praiseworthyprize.org/jsm/index.php?journal=index&page=search
-       The following titles are also suggested:
o       Dannier, A., Del Pizzo, A., Di Noia, L.P., Meo, S., PSO-PR power flow
control of a single-stage grid-connected PV inverter, (2017) 2017 6th
International Conference on Renewable Energy Research and Applications,
ICRERA 2017, 2017-January, pp. 788-792. 10.1109/DISTRA.2017.8191167
o       Del Pizzo, A., Di Noia, L.P., Meo, S., Super Twisting Sliding mode control
of Smart-Inverters grid-connected for PV applications, (2017) 2017 6th
International Conference on Renewable Energy Research and Applications,
ICRERA 2017, 2017-January, pp. 793-796. 10.1109/DISTRA.2017.8191168
o       Santolo, M., Sorrentino, V., Discrete-time integral variable structure
control of grid-connected PV inverter, (2015) Journal of Electrical Systems,
11 (1), pp. 102-116.
-       The conclusion paragraph should have a conversational style, not as a
list.
-       The conclusion is extremely weak. In the Conclusions, the authors should
state the scope and the aims of this investigation, along with important
research directions on this issue.
-       Please note that color graphs could lose information in the paper printed
in grey-scale, so the authors should use different markers for curves or
labeled arrows or different background in order to preserve the significance
of that colors.

---------------------------------------------------------
For any questions don't hesitate to contact us.
Best regards,
Editorial Staff
Praise Worthy Prize
Publishing House
editorialstaff@praiseworthyprize.org
__________________________________________________________

PRAISE WORTHY PRIZE
PUBLISHING HOUSE
Editorial Staff
editorialstaff@praiseworthyprize.com

++++++++++++++++++++++ ATTENTION ++++++++++++++++++++
This e-mail is directed uniquely to the interested party,
which is the exclusive addressee of any information contained herein.
For any abuse about the content of this message, Praise Worthy Prize will
claim compensation for damages occurred to third parties as well.
You are receiving this email because you are a Praise Worthy Prize's account
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holder or email subscriber.
In case the e-mail should be addressed to other than you, or the content
should reveal any transmission errors or manipulations, please contact us at
the following address: info@praiseworthyprize.com
---------------------------------
Praise Worthy Prize respects your right to privacy. To see the types of
information we may hold or collect about you and how we may use that
information, please see our Privacy Policy here:
http://www.praiseworthyprize.com/privacy.htm or contact our Data Protection
Office here: privacy@praiseworthyprize.org

--
Ir. Nur Hamzah Said, MT, Ph.D
Mechanical Engineering Department
State Polytechnic of Ujung Pandang
Jl. Perintis Kemerdekaan KM 10 - Makassar - 90245.
Website: http://poliupg.ac.id/
Contact No: +6281342532295
Email alternative: hamzah_said@yahoo.com;  nurhamzah.said@gmail.com
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NUR HAMZAH <hamzah_said@poliupg.ac.id> Mon, Jan 3, 2022 at 6:18 AM
To: Muhammad Ruswandi Djalal <wandy7kun@gmail.com>, "Dr. Ir. Firman, M.T. D4 Teknik Pembangkit Energi"
<firman@poliupg.ac.id>

Nur Hamzah Said
Ir.  (Mechanical Eng.),  MT. (Energy Conversion),    Ph. D    (Thermo-fluid)

Mechanical Engineering Department Politeknik Negeri Ujung Pandang
Jalan Perintis kemerdekaan Km. 10 Tamalanrea 90245
Makassar, Indonesia

+6281342532295

   

---------- Forwarded message ---------
From: Editorial Staff <editorialstaff@praiseworthyprize.org>
Date: Mon, Dec 20, 2021, 21:34
Subject: [IREME] Editor Decision
To: <hamzah_said@poliupg.ac.id>

Dear dr. Nur Hamzah Said,

Manuscript ID 20004 entitled “CHARACTERISTIC ANALYSIS OF SOLAR PANELS ON
CLAY AND CERAMIC ROOF TILES” which you submitted to our Journal
“International Review of Mechanical Engineering (IREME)” has been
reviewed. The comments of the reviewer(s) are included at the bottom of this
email.

The reviewer(s) have recommended a MAJOR REVISION.
This is an opportunity for you to respond to their major concerns and to
incorporate improvements in the paper according to their suggestions. It is
also an opportunity for you to add new results.
We normally only permit one major revision before an accept or reject
decision is made. So please take the concerns of the reviewers seriously.

Therefore, I invite you to respond to the reviewer(s)' comments and revise
your manuscript within two weeks from the date of this email.

If it is not possible for you to submit your revision in a reasonable amount
of time, we may have to consider your paper as a new submission.
You should revise your manuscript using a word processing program and save
it on your computer.  Please also highlight the changes to your manuscript
within the document by using the colored text in red.
Once the revised manuscript is prepared, you can upload it and submit it
through your on-line submission system.
In order to expedite the processing of the revised manuscript, please be as
specific as possible in your response to the reviewer(s).

Once again, thank you for submitting your manuscript to our Journal and I
look forward to receiving your revision.

Sincerely,
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Dr. Ethirajan Rathakrishnan, Editor-in-Chief of International Review of
Mechanical Engineering (IREME)
erath@iitk.ac.in

--------------------------------

Reviewer Responses:

- English is understandable but needs correction of grammatical errors and
style. We suggest to use our service “English Language Editing”. More
information can be found to
http://www.praiseworthyprize.com/english_service.htm

- At the end of the Introduction add a paragraph on how the rest of the
paper is organized and developed, typically a summary on the rest.

- The conclusion is extremely weak. In the Conclusions, the authors should
state the scope and the aims of this investigation, along with important
research directions on this issue.

- The graphs should stay colored. In the e-journal version of the paper, the
colors will be visible. The suggestion has been just to use markers for the
lines, not to turn the figures in grey scale.

---------------------------------------------------------
For any questions don't hesitate to contact us.
Best regards,
Editorial Staff
Praise Worthy Prize
Publishing House
editorialstaff@praiseworthyprize.org
__________________________________________________________

PRAISE WORTHY PRIZE
PUBLISHING HOUSE
Editorial Staff
editorialstaff@praiseworthyprize.com

++++++++++++++++++++++ ATTENTION ++++++++++++++++++++
This e-mail is directed uniquely to the interested party,
which is the exclusive addressee of any information contained herein.
For any abuse about the content of this message, Praise Worthy Prize will
claim compensation for damages occurred to third parties as well.
You are receiving this email because you are a Praise Worthy Prize's account
holder or email subscriber.
In case the e-mail should be addressed to other than you, or the content
should reveal any transmission errors or manipulations, please contact us at
the following address: info@praiseworthyprize.com
---------------------------------
Praise Worthy Prize respects your right to privacy. To see the types of
information we may hold or collect about you and how we may use that
information, please see our Privacy Policy here:
http://www.praiseworthyprize.com/privacy.htm or contact our Data Protection
Office here: privacy@praiseworthyprize.org
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NUR HAMZAH <hamzah_said@poliupg.ac.id> Mon, May 16, 2022 at 6:56 PM
To: Muhammad Ruswandi Djalal <wandy7kun@gmail.com>

Nur Hamzah Said
Ir.  (Mechanical Eng.),  MT. (Energy Conversion),    Ph. D    (Thermo-fluid)

Mechanical Engineering Department Politeknik Negeri Ujung Pandang
Jalan Perintis kemerdekaan Km. 10 Tamalanrea 90245
Makassar, Indonesia

+6281342532295

   

---------- Forwarded message ---------
Dari: Editorial Staff <editorialstaff@praiseworthyprize.org>
Date: Sen, 16 Mei 2022 17.35
Subject: [IREME] Editor Decision
To: <hamzah_said@poliupg.ac.id>

Nur Hamzah Said:

It is my great pleasure to inform you that your paper ID 20004:
"CHARACTERISTIC ANALYSIS OF SOLAR PANELS ON CLAY AND CERAMIC ROOF TILES" has
been accepted and will be published on the International Review of
Mechanical Engineering (IREME) after English revision by PWP Staff.

If you want to publish the paper on the current issue of the Journal,
please, accomplish the following requirements as soon as possible:

1. You should order and pay for the Article Publication Fee (you should buy
the e-journal or the hard copy containing your paper) by entering into your
restricted area with your username and password at:
http://www.praiseworthyprize.org/jsm/index.php?journal=ireme&page=login,
going to the Summary section of your accepted paper and clicking on the "PAY
NOW" link.

(Please, select the English Editing Service in the order form).

2. You should download, fill in, sign and return, by e-mail to
info@praiseworthyprize.it the following documents:

2.1 COPYRIGHT FORM at:
http://www.praiseworthyprize.org/public/documents/copyright%20Praise%20new.pdf

2.2 TREATMENT OF PERSONAL DATA at:
http://www.praiseworthyprize.org/public/documents/Treatment%20of%20Personal%20data%20_2_.pdf

2.3 eventually the PERMISSION REQUEST FORM at:
http://www.praiseworthyprize.org/public/documents/COPYRIGHT%20PERMISSION%20PRAISE.pdf

for the reproduction of any figure, table or extensive (more than fifty
words) extract from the text of a source that is copyrighted or owned by a
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party other than Praise Worthy Prize or of the Author.

Sincerely,
Dr. Ethirajan Rathakrishnan, Editor-in-Chief of International Review of
Mechanical Engineering (IREME)
erath@iitk.ac.in

Warning for print deliveries:

In case you decide to order the print copy of the journal, we point out that
the shipping will be made with the “regular mail” service, without the
possibility to monitor the delivery. In this case the delivery time will
take around two months. Otherwise, you can decide to receive it with a
“registered mail” service, that will have a cost around 35.00 euros (for
one print copy) instead of about 25.00 euros requested for the regular mail.
In case of “registered mail” service, the delivery can be monitored and
the time delivery is within 30 working days.

Summary for one print copy:

        Shipping mode           Cost                    Delivery time   Delivery monitoring
        ---------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
        Regular mail            25.00 euros     30 working days         No
        Registered mail         35.00 euros     30 working days         Yes

Please note that if you will not receive the copy, it will not be possible
to send it to you again for free. Anyway, in the case of lost delivery, we
will send you the proof of the shipping and the password to download the
electronic version of the issue where your paper has been published.

N.B. Please verify that all the metadata indicated in the webpage of your
submission (in the Summary section) are updated respect to the final version
of the paper you've uploaded.

Editorial Staff
Praise Worthy Prize
Publishing House
editorialstaff@praiseworthyprize.org
__________________________________________________________

PRAISE WORTHY PRIZE
PUBLISHING HOUSE
Editorial Staff
editorialstaff@praiseworthyprize.com

++++++++++++++++++++++ ATTENTION ++++++++++++++++++++
This e-mail is directed uniquely to the interested party,
which is the exclusive addressee of any information contained herein.
For any abuse about the content of this message, Praise Worthy Prize will
claim compensation for damages occurred to third parties as well.
You are receiving this email because you are a Praise Worthy Prize's account
holder or email subscriber.
In case the e-mail should be addressed to other than you, or the content
should reveal any transmission errors or manipulations, please contact us at
the following address: info@praiseworthyprize.com
---------------------------------
Praise Worthy Prize respects your right to privacy. To see the types of
information we may hold or collect about you and how we may use that
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information, please see our Privacy Policy here:
http://www.praiseworthyprize.com/privacy.htm or contact our Data Protection
Office here: privacy@praiseworthyprize.org
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Mechanical Engineering Department Politeknik Negeri Ujung Pandang
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Makassar, Indonesia

+6281342532295

   

---------- Forwarded message ---------
Dari: Editorial Staff <editorialstaff@praiseworthyprize.org>
Date: Sen, 16 Mei 2022 17.35
Subject: [IREME] Editor Decision
To: <hamzah_said@poliupg.ac.id>

Nur Hamzah Said:

It is my great pleasure to inform you that your paper ID 20004:
"CHARACTERISTIC ANALYSIS OF SOLAR PANELS ON CLAY AND CERAMIC ROOF TILES" has
been accepted and will be published on the International Review of
Mechanical Engineering (IREME) after English revision by PWP Staff.

If you want to publish the paper on the current issue of the Journal,
please, accomplish the following requirements as soon as possible:

1. You should order and pay for the Article Publication Fee (you should buy
the e-journal or the hard copy containing your paper) by entering into your
restricted area with your username and password at:
http://www.praiseworthyprize.org/jsm/index.php?journal=ireme&page=login,
going to the Summary section of your accepted paper and clicking on the "PAY
NOW" link.

(Please, select the English Editing Service in the order form).

2. You should download, fill in, sign and return, by e-mail to
info@praiseworthyprize.it the following documents:

2.1 COPYRIGHT FORM at:
http://www.praiseworthyprize.org/public/documents/copyright%20Praise%20new.pdf

2.2 TREATMENT OF PERSONAL DATA at:
http://www.praiseworthyprize.org/public/documents/Treatment%20of%20Personal%20data%20_2_.pdf

2.3 eventually the PERMISSION REQUEST FORM at:
http://www.praiseworthyprize.org/public/documents/COPYRIGHT%20PERMISSION%20PRAISE.pdf

for the reproduction of any figure, table or extensive (more than fifty
words) extract from the text of a source that is copyrighted or owned by a
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party other than Praise Worthy Prize or of the Author.

Sincerely,
Dr. Ethirajan Rathakrishnan, Editor-in-Chief of International Review of
Mechanical Engineering (IREME)
erath@iitk.ac.in

Warning for print deliveries:

In case you decide to order the print copy of the journal, we point out that
the shipping will be made with the “regular mail” service, without the
possibility to monitor the delivery. In this case the delivery time will
take around two months. Otherwise, you can decide to receive it with a
“registered mail” service, that will have a cost around 35.00 euros (for
one print copy) instead of about 25.00 euros requested for the regular mail.
In case of “registered mail” service, the delivery can be monitored and
the time delivery is within 30 working days.

Summary for one print copy:

        Shipping mode           Cost                    Delivery time   Delivery monitoring
        ---------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
        Regular mail            25.00 euros     30 working days         No
        Registered mail         35.00 euros     30 working days         Yes

Please note that if you will not receive the copy, it will not be possible
to send it to you again for free. Anyway, in the case of lost delivery, we
will send you the proof of the shipping and the password to download the
electronic version of the issue where your paper has been published.

N.B. Please verify that all the metadata indicated in the webpage of your
submission (in the Summary section) are updated respect to the final version
of the paper you've uploaded.
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Publishing House
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holder or email subscriber.
In case the e-mail should be addressed to other than you, or the content
should reveal any transmission errors or manipulations, please contact us at
the following address: info@praiseworthyprize.com
---------------------------------
Praise Worthy Prize respects your right to privacy. To see the types of
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